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INTRO
More and more, also our beautiful country Switzerland makes
the ugly headlines. Even our Army system was a provocation,
because every soldier has his gun right under his pillow; then
our bank system was talked about. We seem to be the only ones
to encourage tax evasion. With the recent “no” to the free
movement of persons the ugly words now start to turn to
strategic sanctions. It is interesting however, were the EU sets
the first sanction-lever: in the Swiss movie business! It shall no
longer take part in the international opinion making. So Panorama Film is honored by nice company. In fact, our movies are
the first to be placed under house arrest… even though we
Saseks all serve in the army without weapons, faithfully pay
our taxes and on top of that have been healing social cripples
for more than 30 years for free! Whoever knows and follows
the leitmotif in this all, will not be surprised. Through movie
and main media business all nihilistic* conditions are set up
which the new world order - i.e. the one-world government,
one-world currency etc.- needs. Whoever does not go with this
“one-world sect” and does not willingly subject to it, is ugly in
their eyes. However, this V&C shows again how ugly all these
puppeteers of the new world order are. In our eyes everybody
who stands up against this globalization sect is beautiful. So
Switzerland again won some more beauty back – also you:
become beautiful by spreading the V&C!
*Nihilism:unconditional denial of all beneficial standards, values, noble aims
etc.
Ivo Sasek

“The gale will extinguish a weak flame. If the flame spread
around already, the gale will but kindle it.”
Sophie Mereau

What features Roman Polanski?
mh. Roman Polanski’s latest
movie “Venus in Furs” was celebrated at its world premiere on
the 25th May 2013 in Cannes, as
a humorous and brilliantly
played masterpiece. The movie
is based on a novella by Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, the
author who gave masochism*
its name. As dominant main actress, Polanski recruited his wife
Emanuelle Seigner, who is also
the mother of his two children,

and presents the sadomasochism scene with leather corset,
dog-collar and whip. Further
well-known movies by Roman
Polanski are the horror film
“Rosemary’s Baby” and the Holocaust drama “The Pianist”
which was awarded the golden
palm of Cannes and two
Oscars.Who is this moviemaker
who is glorified so much by the
media and at the film festivals,
and moves sadomasochism into

Godfrey Bloom*:
„The state is an institution of theft“
“Mr. President, I am minded to
quote the great American philosopher Murray Rothbard here.
The state is an institution of
theft. Tax is just about a system
of politicians and bureaucrats
who steal money from their
citizens to squander in the most
disgraceful manner. This place
is no exception.
Fascinatingly, and I really don't
know how you manage to keep
a straight face when you are
talking about tax evasion. The
whole commission and the
commission bureaucracy avoid
their taxes. You don't pay taxes
like citizens pay taxes. You
have all sorts of special deals:
tax rates, high tax thresholds,
non-contributing pension schemes. You are the biggest tax
avoiders in Europe. And here
you sit pontificating, well the
message is getting home to the

people of the European Union.
You are going to find that eurosceptics are coming back in
June, in ever greater numbers.
And I can tell you worse, as the
people get your number, it
won't be long before they storm
this chamber and hang you.
And they'll be right!“

the spotlights so openly? The
Jew Roman Polanski (really:
Raymond Thierry Liebling) was
born in Paris in 1933. In 1968 he
moved to the USA, where he
was sued before court in 1977
because of abuse of 13 year-old
Samantha Geimer. In order to
escape long imprisonment he
withdrew to France. He was arrested because of this while entering Switzerland in 2009,
where Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf, minister of justice at that
time, released him after ten
months of house detention instead of delivering him to the
United States. What is so outstanding about Roman Polanski

that even justice grants him amnesty? It is widely known that
dissolute sex comes out of a dissolute spirit and leads to dissolute deeds in more and more
areas of life.

*British member of the European
Parliament

Source:
Original transcript out of a
speech of Godfrey Bloom
in the European parliament,
21st November 2013
www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OjeGD2
bbN4

“Nothing will shake
authority and also
trust more strongly
than the impression of
being treated unjustly.”
Theodor Storm

* The desire to inflict humiliation
and pain to oneself or/and to others.
Sources:
www.orf.at/stories/2207011/
http://de.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Roman_Polanski
www.tagesanzeiger.ch/
schweiz/standard/WidmerSchlumpflae
sstPolanski-frei-/story/20990550
www.spiegel.de/
kultur/kino/roman-polanskissmkomoedie-venus-im-pelz-nachsachermasoch-a-933827.html
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The „Sweetie“ Case

Tactically to a
One-World-Army

skp./ham. The Dutch chapter
of the human rights organization „Terre des Hommes“ generated a virtual child named
„Sweetie“ on a computer in
conjunction with their campaign „Stop Webcam-Child
Porn-Tourism“. This fictitious
ten year old girl with a Philippine look was offered up on the
internet for paid online sex. In
the course of ten weeks, more
than 20.000 users contacted
them who were ready to pay
Sweetie for sexual acts in front
of a “webcam”*. “Terre des
Hommes” could positively
identify a total of 1.000 adults
in 71 countries, among them 44

1948: Brussels Treaty.
Content: Collective defense. This
becomes in
1949: NATO – North Atlantic
Treaty Organization.
Content: The partners are obligated to support each other, but not
obligated to automatic military
assistance. This results in
1954: Paris Agreements between
the NATO and the Western European Union (WEU). Seated in
Brussels (Belgium).
Content: Unconditional assistance from full-member states in
the case of an armed attack and
military conflicts.
1999: Decision: The latter is integrated along with the WEU step
by step into the EU.
2001: Concerning 9/11: The first
time to pronounce the mutual
defense case, etc. (tb.)

their obvious pedophile tendencies on the internet. Yet the real
scandal is that they can only be
criminally prosecuted when a
child victim presses charges –
which is something that almost
never happens. In the “Edathy”
case, it was easy for prosecutors to conduct investigations
at mere suspicion.
*internet camera

Source:
MRD Info,5.11.2013,15:54 Uhr
http://derstandard.at/1381371189555/
Sweetie-lockt-Paedophile---Aberschnappt-die-falle-auch-zu
www.yourtube.com/
watch?V=aGmKmVvCzkw

Relation between suspicion and prejudice Western high-culture
Comparison between “Edathy” case and “Sweetie”case “I have not experienced such a

The “Edathy” Case
ap/ham. Sebastian Edathy, a
member of the federal German
parliament and head of the committee investigating the NSU
murders*, earned much appreciation from all political parties
because he pilloried publicly the
failure of the secret services.
During the high point of the
investigation it became known
that the Office for the Protection
of the Constitution may have
been involved with the murders.
Following this the president of
this office Heinz Fromm resigned from his position. Now
Sebastian Edathy is suspected
of being in possession of childpornography. After having resigned from his parliamentary
seat at the beginning of February 2014, due to “health issues”,
the public prosecutor began the
investigation. But before an objective inquiry could be made
by the prosecuting authorities,

Germans, whose names were
given to the German law enforcement. Since it is obvious
that those who desired contact
were pedophiles, you may suspect that they would also own
further child pornographic material. A suspicion that the police do not follow: The criminal
prosecution is supposedly complicated, because “Sweetie” is
not a real person.
But the desire of the suspects is
very real, since they have signalized their willingness to pay
for sexual acts from “Sweetie”
in front of a webcam.
It’s terrifying that such a large
number of people are living

several high-ranking politicians
purposely disclosed confidential information to the media.
When his house was searched,
based only on the suspicion, the
press was already present…this
smells like a planned, malicious
agitation in order that Edathy’s
public credibility should be destroyed. So far there have been
no investigative actions against
other active politicians like Daniel Cohn-Bendit and Volker
Beck, although they both manifested themselves in their own
books as remarkably positive
towards paedophilia. It seems
that here once again a double
standard is being used. Was the
conscientious, thorough work of
a courageous man, too dangerous for certain power circles?
As a matter of fact, a comprehensive clarification of the NSU
murders is still missing, until
today and seems obviously not

destructive, depressing and
completely hopelessly nihilisdesired. So the “Edathy case” tic “Blockbuster” concert in a
has proved itself to be a classic long time.(...) Especially the
example for how the media, pol- first half of the performance,
iticians and judiciary powers someone is constantly being
work hand in hand to reach a tortured, tormented, abased, deprejudiced condemnation of meaned or shot and killed.”
someone without convicting evSource:
idence. This is the real scandal –
The Berlin Newspaper about
it is unworthy of a state under Madonna’s East Station concert, June
the rule of law.
30th, 2012
*The so-called “NSU murders” are attributed to the organization “Nationalsozialistischer Untergrund” (national socialist underground). Between 2000 and
2006 nine business-people with foreign
backgrounds were killed.
Sources:
www.german.ruvr.ru/2014_02_14/
Fall-Edathy-Verdacht-auf-eineRiesenschweinerei-des-Staates-1495/
www.sueddeutsche.de/
politik/kinderporno-vorwuerfe-gegenedathy-es-gilt-die-unschuldsvermutung-1.1885944
www.klagemauer.tv/?A=showmediaco
mment&blockid=372&id=2330&auto
play=true
www.schweizerzeit.ch/0501/
kinder.htm

“When hate becomes cowardly, it goes out in society wearing the mask called “justice”.”

“Evil does not live in
material things.
It lives solely in people.”
Chinese saying

Closing Point ●
“Pain, fear, screams,
suffering... Is that
what keeps you from
sleeping at night?
Then you are ready to
actively support the
transformation of
your world.”

Arthur Schnitzler

Alexander Thiel

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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